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\ Velcome to Volume 23, 1umber
1. This issue of the Quarterly contains a new ma thcad, and is under
the direction of a staff which has
changed considerably over the sum mer. Along with a new Editor comes
a new Assistant Editor, ~Ii ch acl A.
Pellegrini, who returned over the
summer from a semes ter at Loyola
nivcrsity (Rome) . Former Contributing Editor Ronald Corthcll assumes
th e vacated post of ~Ianaging Editor
while another of last year's Conb·ibuting Editors, Gregory choen, becomes Art Editor. The financial
concerns of the Quarterly are being
handled by Patrick J. Condon.
."'.nother veteran staff member, D en nis .\I. Fogarty, becomes an Associate
Editor along wi th Roderick B. Porter.
Richard Leehr is now the Circulation
Manager. Acting as Conh·ibuting Editors this year are J\lichacl D em ma,
Hichard Morycz, a nd J\Ii chacl V.
H owe.
Beginning a new year, it is appropriate that we aga in redefine our
goals, and, p erhaps, set about on
pursuing new directions . \Ve have
always felt that th e art are th e best
way for th e individual to distinguish
himself in the university community.
\Ve have also made the Quarterly
available to those in th e university
community who wish to speak out on
th e problems of our time. \Vc have
always pursued a standard of excellence in the arts, and have enco uraged those with talent to develop
their skills for the benefit of us all.
Th e Quarterly is then, an open
forum, but is designed primarily for
the publication of student fforts.
During th is year we hope to see this
circle of Quarterly contribu tors expand. The past years have b een excel-

lent years for the Quart erl!J , and to
maintain that cxccllcncc, it is ncccssarv for new contributors to replace
tho'se who in the past have giH'n so
much; and this issue, in agreemen t
with that spiTi t, finds the works of
several new contributor· appearing
between th e cover . \ V c hope to sec
more in the issue · to come.
We will trv in so far as it is possibl , to retur~ ' manu cripts suhmittcd
for publication. The rules governing
submission are much the same as in
the past. All manuscripts must be
legible, preferably typed. The upper
one-third of the first pag must be
left vacan t for the usc of th e staff.
All manuscripts must be accompan ied
hv <m add ress to which th ey may be
r~turned, a nd anyone who wishes to
use a pseudonym mus t accompanv it
with his own name . This information
will be kept in th e confidence of th e
Edi tor. Any art work - in c:luding
sketches, water colors, pen or pencil
drawings, and ph otography, color or
black and white, will be consicl crccl
for publication within the necessary
limits of the Quarterly budget. Any
submissions to the Quarterly hould
be entrusted to th e ,,·orth y ca re of
;\!iss Lynn Carrier, the secretary of
the English D epartm ent, or sent to
the Editor of the Quarterly.

•
The Qumterly Best Publish d Author Awards will be announ ced in
the fourth issu e, next Spring. These
two awaTds are presented at the
annual Awards Banquet to the bes t
non-staff student writers of the year,
and all who may fit into that categOTy
are encouraged to keep th awards
in mind.

•
Th e Quarterly is pleased to announce that "Th e Gondoli er," a short
story written by J\l ichacl Pellegrini,
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the new Assistant Editor, was publish d in the Jul y-August issue of the
New England Review.

•

Our sister publication, th e 7ews,
deserves to he complim ented for its
fine showing in th e an nu al competition sponsored by th e national honorary collegiate journalism fratern ity,
Pi D elta Epsilon. Th e
ews has
always had a fine record in state
competition, but this year it has
received the national attention it so
well deserves.
Our other sister publica tion, the
Cm·illon, came out recently with a
gray cover, and while its contents are
hardly gray, it is not nearly as
dappled as was last year's volume.
\ Ve leave it to each viewer to determine wh ich volume better pictures
Carroll.

•

H e was a comedi an, a street person,
a poet with a mind a little like Bosch,
a little infa tua ted with th e secret
mea ning of things. H e was fresh like
th e bea ts were fresh when th ey
carved out their own little ni che in
th e literature of the fifties, wh en th ey
shouted for th e first time, and gave
rise to a style of \.v:riting that has
continu ed down to our own day. H e
was a remarkably charming man,
ingenuous but not naive, and poetry
th at once seemed a bit morose beca me, wh en read by him , amus ing
and lively.
H e was an artist who, in "Segovia
in th e Snow" spoke of the subversion
in th e strings of th e Spanish mas ter.
An artis t who, in th e bitter irony and
ix," m'ticulated
wit of "Tyrranu s
some of the rage of those thinkers in
Ameri ca who want to guide the
counby along new roads, with a
new face.
For those who had previously read

Ferlinghetti, his reading gave new
depth to hi work; and, perhaps, an
attitude to approach it with. To those
\\'ho w rc unfamiliar with his work,
it was an excellen t inb·oducti on to a
man who i a good poet and novelist,
and who scemecl, on that stage that
night, to he a very grea t man.

M edium Cool

•So Hot

1ot

\Vhile we all walked out, we
shared in a common disgust, bitterness, and anger. I asked myself,
"What could the vvorld think, and
th e Europeans in particular, of the
United States after seeing th is
movie?" As a child, I always thought
of America as a vast dreamland,
gen rous and patern al, where all men
above creed and race shared in equal
opportunity. \ Vhat has happened to
th e American ideal? Is the film
Medium Cool fa ul ty and dishonest in
exposing a false picture of American
modern society or is its portrayal
a va lid one? This is an important
q u stion.
Recentl y, th e public has been exposed to a series of film s which have
supported certain polemical, ideological attacks on the social political
sb·ucture of the United States. One
must admire the frankn ess and directness of these movies, but, in evaluating th em, one tends to lose their
moral dimension, though their artistic
level is heightened. Medium Cool
ill us trates this phenomenon. There is
little doubt th at the movie is well
done. Th e p erformance of the actors
is good and the attemp t to keep
"cool" is th e representation of hot
topi cs is also successful. The director
views Ch icago's problems, including
the ghettos, the slum areas, tl1e 1968
D emocratic Convention, and the climactic riots in a cool but highly
provocative manner. The audience is
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forced to si de with the vi ws of the
director. The facts are colored in such
a way as to present only one side of
the situation. Thus, it is easy to feel
contempt and to condemn that which
Medium Cool so coolly attack , a
fascist, brutal, and despotic America.
" ' hen this initial effect wears off,
however, and reality's nuances appear
again, the viewer realizes that he has
been duped. It i true that America
is not the beautiful country which
intrigu d my adolescent imagination.
Yet, it is not the cold, impersonal
wasteland portrayed by the detach ed
lens of the Medium Cool cameraman.
The attempt to reform by creating
a nihilistic, immoral, and frightening
world is not artistically valid nor
existentially true. Art must b e a portrayal of human nature. By definition,
art must deal within the boundaries
of morality. Medium Cool fails to
present a valid pictme of what
America is today. Americans should
resent the cr ation of such a picture
and b e ashamed to use it as a ba is
for judgment.

- Giacomo Striuli

•

Thoughts on the Men on the Moon
Ev ry man sees through his own
eyes, hears tlu·ough his 0\"111 ears,
relates through his own memory. As
I watched two Americans doing their
job on tl1e moon, I saw my countrymen in a typical sequence of American actions. There was a brief com-

ment: 'That's one small step for man,
one giant leap for mankind." There
was the planting of the flag, the
adju ting of the telc,·i ion camera,
the conversation with the President.
Then these men settled down to work.
On might have thought tl1at there
would be moment of wild excitement, incoherent speech, prayer. cc lcrated heartbeats were the only
signs of emotion. These men had two
hours in which to take sample·,
adjust instruments, insure their return. Both ends of the spectrum of
human emotions - th solemn and
the ludicrous - were sharply clipped.
In some way, each of us felt tl1at
he was with them. I r ecalled etting
foot on Antarctica and th agony of
adjusting a seismograph in the cold.
\ Vh n the moon- eismometer failed
to level, I was with them in the grim
jc t of the seismologist, ·'Something
goes wrong every clay." \Vhcn the
bubble finally showecl a I vel reading, I enjoyed tl1c witticism, "Take a
pictme of it now." When the instrument r corcled their footsteps, I was
happy. ow that the clevice seems
not to be recording, I am dejected ten years of design went into that
particular black box. Like every other
beholder of what tl1ese men did, I
saw tl1rough my eyes, heard with my
own cars, and brought my own
memories to relate this epochal event
to me.
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-Henry F. Birkenhauer, S.].

Intersection

On a good friday
holier somewhat than
the rest of the year
while Jem salem and ew York
knelt with bowed heads in the min,
we passed a highway crucifixion:
one flattened family flank ed by two diesel rigs
laying penitent in the grass
spea1'-pierced with m etal scrap and glass splinters.
Th e shepherd is dead,
the flo ck slaughtered fo1' the sacrifice.
Sun-up only ghosts w ill quit thei1' sunday morning sheets.
Body rift from soul,
the divided highway is sunk into the emth like a
dying snake,
inevocably squi1'ming towa1'd a wheeled oblivion
an a1'tery at once of commerce
and a vein in the a1'm of the lord.

-RAY HOLA
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Matchbook

I

PARIS, peace talks continued as the Americans ...
Actually, apoleon Lawrence wrote more news than he listened to on
the rad io or watched on television .
T

. . . F ortu nately the police were able to quell the rioting before ...
At present he was under conb·act by BC and his achi evement · had
promoted him nearly to the ap x of the network's news-writing staff.
. . . Presidential ca ndidates continued to blast one another today a Mr . ...
Th e evening was clear and when Tapoleon went to his balcony th e air,
glowin g with the electric rainbow colors of New York, seemed to beckon him
out. ev rth eless, he hoped to remain in his apartm en t that evening and he
sat deep witl1in th e envelopi ng black vin yl of his favorite chair which had
tl1e security of a small reading lamp attached above it. Th e chair was loca ted
nearly ten feet from th e luminous cube which magically displayed the
happenings of th at nearly-completed day. Th e l l p.m. news, like all such
reports, captured the full attention and imagin ation of Tapoleon .
. . . It was ilie third shooting of that sort wiiliin .. .
Mr. Lawrence had always been a new ·man. H e felt it a duty rath er than
an occupation. It was ironic however that apoleon, sensitive and gen tle, had
devoted his life to commentaries and news reports where he wa bound to
objectivity. Often he found himself within major news situations, and often
while tl1ere he found himself at ilie mercy of hi s acu te emoti ons. As a
correspondent-soldier in Europe he was once forcedly dragged by three
fellow GI's from ilie body of a sin ged infant as a German patrol approach d
the burnt-out villa. H e would often drift into states of wrathful melancholy;
he would become frenzi ed by the death and stench of war crimes whi ch
seemed to him such a rash contradiction of natural law. H e would b·y to relax
beneaili tl1e French night, but tears in his mind would finally break tl1rou gh
his tightly closed eyelids. And still apoleon would report wiili accuracy to
his employers .
. . . A bank spokesman refused to comment whether the scand al ...
After ilie war apoleon watched society in its haphazard strive toward
normalcy, and factually he reported the everyday news. H e did not endeavor
to be sent to Korea but remained to edit and rewrite th e correspondences of
reporters in Asia for an Eastern newspaper chain. In this task he read between
the lines of facts and drew out tl1 e images and symbols of disgust so familiar
to him. When Korea settled, he returned to his d votion for t11 e everyday
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news, and through this news he wa certain he had sensed a change, a new
atmosphere in America.
. . . The courts were accused of handicappi ng tl1 e police in their fight
against crime hy ...
apolcon refused an ed itorship in order to report firsthand from
Vietnam . His sense of duty and personal commitment had once again driven
him off to war. However, after having witnessed the sabotaging of a schoolhouse, Tapoleon was encouraged to return home by his editor who noticed a
marked deficiency in his reports and features. Napol eon mechanically obliged,
and wh n he had return ed to Boston he was offered a pos ition with BC
in ew York.
... The black protest group refused to ...
The standard formula of news reports had become an incantation for
apoleon; like magic he became existent in every prut of the world and
tllrough his imagination he experienced what he heard within the environmen t
where it was occurring. Having been a newsman over thirty years, Napoleon
had circled the globe many times and could iden tify with the starvation in
Africa, the disease in China, the unrest behind Europe's curtain, the cool in
Moscow. And foremost he sensed with great fear the revolution and search fo r
change in England and America. apolcon spent much time researching tl1e
E lizabethan period since he identified tlle presen t with tl1at facet of the past.
... Students at the univ rsity were not informed of ...
Most recen tly reborn in apoleon was the red color of war. H e damned
war and was relaxed wi tl1 h is tlleory that the exh·emcly personal world war
of bayonets and bullets was now obsolete. H e searched for tll e ultima te
beau tifu l p lan to end small war and civil d ispu te, but li ke all men who ponder
th e ques ti on, h e coul d stumble upon no answers. H e could only stumble
upon more ques tions, and th is frush·ated him. H e was not sa tisfied with the
social condition of America and tl1e world, and he held no realistic solutions .
. . . It was tl1e most recent in a series of rumors which threaten . ..
Thus apoleon wou ld li ve tlle news from within his lounge chair, and
often he would beco me so lost in himself as to b e completely ignorant of th e
sports and wea ther. It was not to b e toni ght, h e knew, for he feared his
involuntary world tours and would often leave his chair and ventme into the
Tew York ni ght in search of Tim e or News week or Esquire. Th e beckon of
the cl ear ni ght air had won the ba ttle after all and ap oleon found himself
watching the news conh·act into a tiny pinh ead of light on the dark screen.
H e b acked out of his apartment into the bright h allway. Matth ew Brushe,
age fifteen, was wandering around out there in his usual garb : cream levis,
a green sweat shirt (Columbia U niversity, 1754), b are ankles, and dull
cordovan loafers. H e addressed tlle newsman in his usual manner, "Feelin'
groovy, Mr. L awrence?" apoleon was not up to his usual sarca tic reply,
"Uptight," and merely tucked his chin, smiled, and waved a finger in
Mattl1ew's directi on.
apoleon disapp eru·ed into tl1e elevator. H e liked
Ma tthew very much ; he loved chilchen very much .
Street floor, the elevator op ened.

1

ap oleon was surprised to see how
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tidy the small lobby appeared. Absent were the scatt red newspapers which
always made the lobby seem prepared for a crew of painters. The floor looked
new, but had merely been waxed. Throw rugs were spread parallel before
the chairs and sofas under which the carpets used to lie rolled up. The lamp
and fixtures had been blessed with new bulbs which brightened the lobby so
much more that apolcon observed corners and door: he never noticed
before. A variety of plants in proportional displays had been arranged in
several places. I apoleon was plea cd at what was obviously the re ult of new
managemen t, but wondered why he hadn't heard anything. Ther was no one
in the lobby to que tion, probably, Napoleon thought, because it was . o late.
H e stepped out of the lobby and skipped down the steps into the night
of Fifth Av nue. But it was not Fifth Avenue, at leas t not the F ifth Avenue
fam iliar to Napoleon. H e froze on the bottom stair and was afraid to p ut hi
foo t down on th e sidewalk. The apartmen ts and shops appeared you ng r and
cleaner and even in the ni ght the bricks, glass, and concrete seemed to sparkle.
The number of trees growing ou t of th e cemen t grou nd along the street itself
had doubled or h·ebled. There was also an unus ually grea t nu mber of cars at
the mercy of th e traffic li ghts, but th ere was a surprising lack of tax is, and
more surprisin g to Tapoleon, he d id not hear even one temper echo ou t in
th e sound of a horn . All the cars were relatively new models and apolcon
could not sight one whi ch had been abused by its owner.
The shock of this view nearl y threw Napoleon back off his feet and onto
the stairs of hi s apartm ent build in g. Perh aps it would ha e, had he not been
so busy answering the greetin gs of passer ·-by. "Good evening, sir." "How are
you?" Total strangers, and an unusual blend as well thought apoleon,
viewing the white and black and yellow and r cl and old and yo un g. There
were more people in parade before him th an he had ever seen there, cl ay or
night. Very few were alone. As a crowd or individuall y, they all appear cl
beautifu l, not ri ch, not poor, but content and beautiful.
H e composed himself and stepped down. apoleon felt th e sid walk; it
was solid; it was real. Automatically he turn ed left, toward th e center of
ew York City. Stumblin g and turnin g, a·ying to see everything, he looked
like a farmer from Iowa in ew York for the first time. H e wished people
would quit waving and address ing him ; there would be time for that later.
H e crossed Fifth Avenu e and drifted onto East Dri ve in Cenb·al Park.
H e rarely saw th e park at ni ght. There were so many people moving about,
Tapoleon could not count them as he often did. H e could not spot a
policeman, but he did see a man sellin g balloons.
apoleon crossed th e park di agonall y onto W est Dri ve and ca me out at
Fifty-ninth Sh·eet by Columbus Circle. H e became part of the jovial throng
on Broadway. Like mos t Americans, he always felt at home on Broa lway,
th e way whi ch penetrates the most colorful and lively district in the world .
apoleon was certain he had seen all of the two hun dred theatres, th e dozens
of hotels, and multiple ni ght spots. T onight he felt all of America was th ere
to see them.
The lesser thean·es, bars, and hotels of qu es tionable taste had all been
closed down and many of them were remodeled to suit a more cultured
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pnhlic.• 1rtpoleon viewed each sh·ect carefullv as thev intersected Broadway;
all were clean and bright and alive. The trafFic was patient. The beggar and
l1andicappcd, whose tin cups 1 apoleon could never ignore, were not there.
The' sh<1cly characters of :\'ew York were not there. The delinquent youth was
not there. The hippie's were not th rc. ?\'apoleon obsen·cd their absence but
did not wonder where thcv were. H e could not sec anv children but a sumed
.
they were all at home with hahysitters.
It took him nearly a half-hour to work his way throul!;h the crowd and
traffic near Times Square. He stepped into the ground beneath Seventh
A venue and did not have to wait long for the IRT. The train was crowded,
but rapolcon expected this and did not mind standin~. He was pleased tlnt
he did not share an entire car with a policeman. 1aturally the subway system
had been cleaned, that was how 0Japoleon want d it. The four-letter words
and public-personal m ssages had all been painted over. Only four-letter
words such as "Jove" awl "good," and phrases such as "God is quite alive"
remained.
apoleon found himself back on the surface near \Vest Fourteenth
Sb·eet; he walked down Seventh and turned left on Gr enwich Avenue. There
always were many people in and around the Village, and this night wa no
exception. But in a way tonight was an exception and
apoleon was
disturbed. The shops were all closed; the doors were all closed; the windows
were all closed; there was no one inside. People mingled abou t on the narrow
sidewalks. They all carried gu idebooks and stopped here and there to discuss
and point. The youthful majority was gone; Napoleon saw not one lad with
long hair and tight jeans, nor one g il"] with sandals and flowers floating in
her waist-long threadlike pride. He did not see a single love necklace, except
th e beads being sold by an old woman in a souvenir booth. All he saw were
more of the same bea utiful p eople of the park, of Broadway, of the tra in.
People gawking and shooting pictures as if they were at Gettysburg.
apoleon read a sign on vVashington Square:
HISTORIC REFOR 1ATIO SITE #17
WASH! GTO SQUARE
0 TE OF THE BIRTHPLACES OF OUR PRESE T IDEALS
While walking through the people on his way toward the Empire State
Building and beyond, Tapoleon did not attempt explanation for all he was
experiencing; he did not seaTch for answers. H e did not question his sanity.
Th e view of lew York City he was experiencing was a rueam realized, and
it seemed to lapoleon that the city was fin ally existing in the nearly perfect
state for which it must have been built. His unrealistic solution for all his
questions was Utopia. H e was at the moment very pleased.
apoleon was blissful even as he boarded the Staten Island Ferry. H e
loved the haTbor tour and the views at every angle always left him breathless;
he enjoyed having the Upper Bay water play with his emotions.
To

apoleon's surprise there were very few people on the ferry.

The newsman had little trouble identifying familiar landmarks in
Manhattan. Distant fog, however, was mysteriously everywhere else, and
-
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Napoleon, circling the deck, could not make out Jersey City, Staten Island,
or Brooklyn; even the Statue of Liberty slipped by unnoticed. \Vhen the ferry
reached Staten Island, he could not sec more than ten yards into the clock
through the fog. Napoleon became uneasy; he feared to get off and wished
the next ferry for Manhattan would leave soon. For the first time that night
Tapoleon wished to be back in his apartment.
Once again on the waters, apoleon felt tired and tense. H e began to
wonder why the boats were so lonely. Could it be that no one desired to
]eave ew York City? Was that the only place where Utopia ex isted? Why
then was the feny no more crowded now? \Vhy were people not migrating
into Utopia? H e feared that people did not accept his dream.
apoleon stared into the dark and into the river; he could see nothing
but a rail before him, which he clutched tightly. Then slowly he spoke to
the dark. Very slowly he asked the night, "Where are the poor and ill? Where
are the soldiers? The hippies? The confused? Where are the children?"
All men dream of Utopia as a convenient solution, but few m n can
experience it as apol on was. Men who dream of a Utopia arc merely
dreamers, not realists, and tl1e true l\'apolcon wa indeed a realist. His life, a
life of sensitivity and emotion, ch· w ou t the finest aspects of reality. And now,
within the confines of the bay, wishes and conveni ncies were overcome by
realities, and apoleon voluntarily shattered his dream. H e knew that the
natmal order of things had been upset; he was saddened by what he had
admitted to himself, and he cried.
apoleon was exhausted and cold. H e pulled his collar up and his hat
down, and sitting down slowly beneath a small deck lamp, mechanically he
wrote himself a short note, as only a journalist-newsman would, on the back
and inside of a matchbook.
By ilie time apoleon reached Times Square again he was digusted and
unraveled with all the confusion of the night. He longed to be back in his
apartment and for some rea on he desired to retmn to Boston. It was after
four, yet it seemed to apoleon iliat there were more people around the
Square ilian before. They all appeared artificial to him now. "I don't want to
know you after all," he woulu shout to those who greeted him as he fought
through the crowd. "Let me through," "Go home," he would order rudely,
but the people merely smiled and replied, "Excuse me," or "But of course."
Napoleon's coat was unbottoned, his hat gone as he bounced off people and
broke into a run down \ Vest Forty-fifth Street. Everyone seemed amused
witl1 his antics and this made Napoleon run even faster. H e did not hesitate
to dart out into the street to avoid an abnormally huge crowd. o one blew a
horn when he ran diagonally through an intersection; he did not at all care
if he was hit. apoleon moved onto and up Fifth Street and he twisted his
way through the crowd which was trying to enter St. Patrick's for five a.m.
Mass. He ran faster and faster, never looking back. There was always the
throng of beautiful people and always one more block. Finally he began to
falter; his head went down; he tripped, diving into a summersault, landing
on his right shoulder and bracing up against a black fence. There was
red around.
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Doctor Raymond hurried to him. His wife hastened into :\Ir. Lmncncc's
bed room to phone the hospital. Ken, age seven, just a moment before
sleep ing in his father's arms and being carri d to the Raymond 's apartment
n xt door, was deposited in a chair. The family was returning home from a
friend's party when Mrs. Haymond detected a whining sound in :\apoleon's
apartm nt. Opening the door, the young doctor saw i\apolcon low in the
black chair. His wide eyes were staring at a red lest pattern whistling on the
dead television screen . :\apoleon was in deep shock.
Doctor Raymond lifted a matchbook and pencil from th e floor. H as tily
scribbled on th e back and inside of the book's cover were these words:
Give me your tired, your poor,
Your huddled mas es yearning to breathe free,
The wretched refus e of your teeming shore,
Send th ese th e homeless, tempest-tossed to me:
I lift my lamp beside th e golden door.
Ken was finally awake enough to work his way out of th e chair. Rubbing
his eyes, he asked, "Is there anything wrong, daddy?"

-DE
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Untitled
what's wrong
with making cowboys
like they used to be:
bristling Tiders
with bandanas and guns
who speak
pe1ject outlaw
and die in the dusk
with such gmce
afteT all,
a cowboy never changes
a cowboy never
only his horse

-WILLIAM BUTALA
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Untitled

There she is! Serene as ever
Above the mounta·ins,
Rippling th e same old sm ile across the water's darkn ess,
Proud temptress edging into our sleep,
Apollo's goddess of the night.
What ay you, Moon, now we have found you out?
Now we have swept aside your trailing beams
That poetry is made of, and laid bare your gray-brown dust
And brown-gray rock?
What say you to your new, cold, scientific appellation:
"Lunar swjace"?
What say you to man's footprints
And our other en igns planted th ere and left behind,
For which in tum w e scooped up some of you
And have it with us here?
Make no mistake, Moon,
We'll tame you well. This very hour
You're being sorted, weighed, and packaged
For your abject subjection
To man's most unpoetic scrutiny.
You shall be stared at, nudged, dissected,
Sprayed, pounded, sifted, frozen, boiled, injected.
You must give up yom secrets, one by one.
What say you now, Moon?
Are you still sorceress of our languid summer nights
And flamin g lantern on October fields?
Sail on, then, you with your deceptive ways,
To other rendezvous beyond the distant ridge.
You and your beauties are a pm't of us now,
And we are pm-t of yours Two orbs, linked by a bag of dust and a flying machine,
And a cosmic plan,
Swinging along together down a common path,
Illumined by a common light.

-BETTY R. La FO TAl E
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Untitled

you are the prose
of midnight
when all the walls are
safe
and darkness
stops to gather
in our room;
you are a silent figure
like someone brooding
on a shore
while dusk goes gmy
and hollow
on the sea;
but most
you are a breathing
when the world is down to
two, and words
have ceased
to mean
- WILLIAM BUTALA
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I Saw a Strange Creature)
a Bright Ship of the Air

I saw a strange creature,
A bright ship of the air beautifully adorned,
Bearing away plunder between her horn ,
Fetching it home from a foray.
She was minded to build a bower in her stronghold,
And construct it with cunning if she could do so.
But then a mighty crealme appeared over the mountain
Whose face i familiar to all dwellers on ea1·th;
H e seized on his treasure and sent home the wanderer
Much against her will; she went westward
Harbow·ing hostilit y, hastening forth.
Dust lifted to heaven: clew fell on the eatth,
Night fled thence; and no man knew
Thereafter, where that strange creature went .
-"S un and Moon"
an Anglo-Saxon poem

T

HE "strange creature" who bore
away the plunder of light "between her horns" in this Old English
riddle has been (at least tentatively)
conquered again: this time not by the
sun, that "mighty creature ... whose
face is familiar to all dwellers on
earth," but by those dwellers themselves. Whether the first footholds
were made on the moon "much
against her will" or not, we can still
remark at man's "bright ship of the
air ... bearing away plunder" on h r
return trip to earth. The technological
brilliance of this accomplishment
astounds and amazes. The fact of its
being done delights om imagination
and denigrates - at least for a moment - our sense of spiritual death
in this age. ow we harbor a fond
appreciation of the benefits of the
deed: knowledge of the composition
of the universe and the makeup of
the world, possible prediction of
earthquake, and, immediately, an
-

appreciation of the elements that
make life possible here, now.
But one startling contrast appears
in the context of a television advertisement for VISTA. The advertisement displays a panorama of pictures
of the United States taken from out r
space, interspersed with pictures of
th poor who live in America. We
arc ask d to marvel at the ability of
a cou ntry to take such pictures from
space, yet unable to cure, or apparently significantly to alleviate its
poverty. The conb:ast is striking, but
affords th e opportunity to present
some other impressions of the Iandin O'
of the first men on the moon on July
20, 1969. Actually, these are not impressions, not properly so-called;
rather, they are reminders of what
we know, but often let elude us.
\ Ve must, for example, see or
understand precis ly what happened.
Men, organized into a particular
society with the end of landing other
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men on the moon, used their human
and be master of the world, and, if,
ability of organ ization of the material
as ci ntists say, the uni\'erse is comworld, under the guidance of their
posed of cs cntially the same matter
r; tiona] scientific faculties, to realize
as the earth, master of that universe.
their goa l. \\'hat accmcd during the
\\·c arc equally rcastounclcd a t the
ac:tt1alizing of the purpose has been
immensity and grandeur of Creation,
a significa nt addition to some of the
and the material smallness of man in
realms of human knowledge - adit. That smallness i nowhere more
ministration and management, aeroaptly demonstrated - analogically dyna mics and rocket mechanics,
than in p olitical pettiness (s ince men
mathematics and physics, agriculture
must and do organize themselves into
and geology, even city planning and
political communities). The basic
marine science. The accomplishment
human reality of this "smallnes ·" is
itself, from the lift-off to the splashapparent in the contra ·t of Armdown and the televising of the major
strong' almost admira ble words and
events, has added to man's knowlthe all too conceivable inconsistency
edge, too. But in so doing it has
of planting the flag of one nation
reminded us that our knowledge in
a lone on th e lunar surface. Far more
this respect is confined to manipuapt p erhaps wo11ld have been the
lating known facts and proven
New r orker's suggestion to place a
theories - in other words, dealing
white handkerchief on the brown
with matter alone - and is therefore
dusty surface of the moon to signify
limited to laws of nature and physics
man's common plight. Perhaps not;
and mathematics. It is impossible to
b11t we may gain from being r return men straight back to earth; it
minded hereby that th e accomplishreq uir s strict adherence to more
ment is not tha t of one nation, but of
fundamental facts; otherwise men
man: paying the bill does not entitle
would be burned into oblivion. Tl1e
one to absolute proprietorship. To
observance of tha t Jaw of nature
prove it would be merely to realize
both preserves and protects man.
tha t, given even a vicious dictatorOur desires have to be accommoship, and man's intense will to accomdated into the realm of ach ievable
plish what he will, it is conceivable
possibilities.
that sooner or later the feat would
:Ylore important issues are at hand have become fact. (And is not m aking
- issu es of evil and good, and how "conceivable's" real what the moon
what we have learned as a result of flight was "all about"? Th accomwhat we have done will help us as plishment is not one of a particular
men to make our life better, materi- nation, but of man, and we ought not
ally, of course, but, even more to forget that.
urgently, spiritually. In this effort to
Nor ought we to forget the extralearn for our own good, Auden's
ordinary
humanness of th e first mo"sacred analog ies" abound. First, our
ments
on
the moon - Armsh·ong's
sense of the earthbound has been
jumping
about
and long-strided rundiminished and our sense of p erspecning,
his
ignoring,
at least tempotive considerably expanded. Conserarily, H ouston's subtle p leads to pick
quently, the human dimension is a t
the same time both broadened and up rocks in order in tead to take
reaffirmed in its essence. \ Ve are pictures of tlJC immediate surroundreassured of our ability to work in ings. Both time and the tourist arrived on the moon simultaneously.
-
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Another sacred analogy occurs;
that is the presence of the individual
person in the much larger context of
another world- a world, or universe,
of which he is very much a part, but
even more so, very much above or
beyond. Still it all "hangs together":
man leaves his world, and returns to
it. H e aspires to be a god, yet desires
not to lose his manhood. All of it is
conditioned by a growing realization
of the evil and ignorance that have
kept him from both his aspiration
and his desire; the synthesis is perhaps impossible and in a sense it
ought to be; no doubt it will never
be accomplished so completely as
man would like. Yet the tension thus
created, we are sure, in large part
determines what men - we - are at
any given moment in history.
At the publication of these impressions men will be near landing on
the moon a second time. By then our
aim may be just a bit better oriented;
our purpose that, as William Faulkner said at the Nobel Awards in

Stockholm in 1950, man shall prevail,
slightly more teadfast; our spirit
hoping that our knowledge of our
knowledge will not "puff us up" and
that our new perspectives will not
overshadow our present per pectives
and let us forget that, in Auden's
words, "given Ian, by birth, by
education, Imago D ei who forgot his
station," we are created men in a
created world which we have named
and which we ar b)ling - some with
desperation, some hardly at all - to
civilize. Columbia neither left from
nor returned to a world that knows
peace; Tranquillity Base is only a
lunar place. Man's "lying nature" still
convinces him of his righteousness in
any given situation, decided on freely
by his own will without any previous
thought or any serious consideration
of any other creature.
The moon may continue to go
westward, "h arbourin g hostility,
hastening forth ." That same privilege
has not been alloted to man.
- RODERICK B. PORTER
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Along the Beach Lie

Silent red-bt-icked palatial intestines,
Ministering pock-marked lanes.
A vapor-hanging expanse of sea
Looms, rloud-capped, aboce pm·kway forests, while
Winding pine-edged roads tend
Toward unseen cloistered sands.
English imp01-ts sit gauze-cocered in mist,
As gaping breu;masters whet their clay.
Love-cla ped hands brush sensuously
Against symmetric dark-shadow legs,
And heads rest on loving shoulders
In amber-lit metal chariots.
Farther on the galvan steel pyramids
W emily link nine to five.
Somber chalk homes of "better-men"
Rim the pebble-sand shores,
As serried groves and Brobdingnagian firs
Entomb a lake.
A sculpted pinnacle of a modern institution
Ticks off the seconds, the miles, that separate it from
Gmnd-domed worships where
Empty jejune hearts and apathetic souls hide.
A twisting ebony causeway
Blown with scents of sea and life, and lined
With lights appearing hazy-husky,
Inveigling to a better-woTse.
A skyline rises t1·iu mphant, indignant,
Unawm·e of the tTUth.
Trees sprout from nowheTe
In cmters in concmte pathways.
Fulgent lights, and steel structures
"Bounce" off glass and water.
Rusting beams and plates
Gaze upon a "lost-lovers."
The knob-g1'0oved din g1'0ws louder as vu.lcanized rubber
Gmpples with steel-plated archways.
A once great white-shining landmark lies

-
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Low-imposed behind angled girders.
T wisting baked-black roads hang, suspended
Over twisting, waTbling blues.
Flashing lights, and signs that Tead,
"Tum left from island on green aTrow only."
T win towers rise from
Green ship-studded waters, as
Lovely-legged giTls scurry, noticed,
From nowhere to no place.
Th e green and yellow smoke-belchin a monsters
Suffocate everyone and everything.
A tall antenna-structure
H olds in awe two gucl1'(/ian beasts,
As lumbeTing traffic moves at a
Pall-bearer's pace.
A bronze-mdiant cupola sedately lies
On a jutting Tocky pollex, miles from
A new modem foTm. being resuTrected
From a twisted molten maze.
W eeds sprout defiantly
From sidewalk c1'Clcks.
Colors change dm·ker, darker;
And buildings become smaller, smaller.
Papers flutter across a street,
And 1·ipple-swaggers lean on posts, in stupors, gazing.
A blue sky hides behind a new sky,
A yellow-black smoke suspended there.
Chain-linked CU?tains hang, protecting
Bm·ned-out empty shells,
And brick-shattered casements hide behind
Rusting high-rise balconies.
Rats scramble, and the air reeks
From excrement exuded w hen need be.
Windows shattered,
Twisted, defiled hulks corrode on deserted streets.
A pregnant adolescent walks,
H ead down, hoping.
An old man no longer hopes.

- TIM SROKA

-
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Night Butterfly

Cross over beyond your fie lds and your haunts.
L et day light color shine behind.
Melt into oozing night,
Nocturne breathing black into your eclipsing self.
Float through the starless shroud,
In murky velvet seek out your jack o'dreams.
There, a raft of rocks sits high on a dank fen
Teeming in bloated silence
Save the lone bubble-belch of a drown ed earth.
Waiting, a thin phantom sits
Spinning out a life into a dense com er of slimy stone,
In the moist cave of dim eternal weaves a musty bed of fetid silk.
The floatin g web beckons a$ moonglow
You finally flutter home there you are
Gumm ed to your goal .. . and the spider crawls
As the dust falls from your furious wings.

-JAMES I. O'CON OR
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Toward a Discussion
of C1-eative Scepticism

Like the wind,
my god comes to me.
And when the small utensils of my soul
are not battened down in certitude,
H e makes
a wond'rous noise.
H AT is creative scepticism? I have given a clue to my own brand of
W creative
scepticism in my poem "Divine Shivaree," (reprinted from

tan.e.ent, Vol. 1, no. 3, F all, 1966).
If, however, I were sh·ongly motivated by the notion of nescience, i.e.,
that God and all that goes beyond natural phenomenon is unl-;nowahle, I
would say something like, "What's that? Something you e:tt?" or "I don't
know." Yet the creative sceptic must be, at base, one who holds the notion
of nescience.
If I were a dogmatist, I would probably say that creative scepticism is
out-and-out heresy in that it refuses to hold to any dogma. However, there is
a subtile distinction to be made. A man who holds that all dogma is wrong and
that creative scepticism is the only road to follow would be making a dogmatic
statement and would not really be a cre.:'ltive sceptic after all.
If I were an atheist, I might say that the creative sceptic doesn't believe
in God but won't get off the fence, or off his knees, as the case may be. Today,
the creative sceptic, in most instances, would not worship the "communal"
God with a great deal of ease. Perhaps, he might not worship any God at all,
as such; yet he would be against the kind of atheism that is a mode of
"Spiritual obtuseness." (SK-148) (Margaret L. Wiley, Th e Subtle Knot,
Creative Scepticism in Seventeenth-Century England, (London, 1952), p. 148.
H ereinafter, all Jocumentation referring to this work will appear within the
text, indicated as SK, and followed by the proper page number.) In fact, this
is the only definition of atheism which he would accept. It should be
mentioned here that I speak of the pure creative sceptic. In reality, such a
creature does not exist.
If I were a Deist (or any other "ist"), I would espouse creative scepticism
in dealing with that period between God's creation of the world and his final
judging of it. And yet, I would raise a mighty D eistic howl if the sceptic
suggested the possibility of no creation by a Divinity or of a final judging by
that same God. I would raise only a Deistic moan should the creative sceptic:
- 21 -

suggest the possibility of some validity in the notion of a God \\'ho is in a
direct communion with each person at all times and who can and doe
intervene in history. The creative SCC'ptic wonld not necessarily neer at Aunt
Sephronic who makes a fl ying novena to St. Philomena for little Butchi 's
report card and reiterates her faith in novenas when Butchie appears on the
scene with straight "A's." The Deist would excuse him elf like a gentleman,
leave the room, and quietly throw up.
If I were a mystic, I would probably be about ninety percent sceptic. To
answer the ques tion, "What is a mystic?" is laughably beyond the scope of
this paper, much less this paragraph. I offer two quotes from the late Evelyn
Underhill, the noted scholar of mysticism.
In Mysticism: A Study in the
Miss Underhill writes:

atuTe of Man's Spiritual Consciousness,

. . . mysticism avowedly deals wi th the individual not as he
stands in relation to the civilization of his time, but as he stands
in relation to h·uths that are timeless.
. . . mysticism is the expression of the innate tendency of the
human spirit toward complete harmony with the tran cendental order.
St. Pau l, for example, "refused to accept the dogmas in which the faith of
the world had been enshrined because h is own fa ith had outgrown these
dogmas . . . living with God face to face, they have cared little for the
pictures wh ich other men have taken of h im. Such is the scep ticism of the
mystic." (SK-25)
And yet we m ust be wary of a kind of "despair mysticism" which springs
up wherever scepticism is practiced and makes men timorous. I t is what
Margaret Wiley calls a "camp follower" and what the Roman Church in
modern times has condemned as Fideism. (SK-39)
I submit that the mystic as crea tive sceptic is the mystic as pilgrim more
than the mystic as naval contemplator.
Glimpses do ye seem to see of that mor tally intolerable truth ;
tl1at all deep, earnest tl1 inking is hu t the intrepid effort of th
soul to keep the open independence of her sea; while the wildest
winds of heaven and earth conspire to cast her on the h·eacherous, slavish shore. (H erman Melville, M oby-Dick or Th e W hale.)
The mystic-as-pilgrim would search fa r beyond fact and opinion and
dogma and scientific measureables. I say the mystic would be probably ninety
percent crea tive sceptic because he would be unwilling to affirm the possibility of nothing b yond the aforementioned fact, opinion, dogma, and
scientific measureable.
And so, dep ending upon the amount of creativity and scepticism present
in each of us, we are more, or maybe less, comfortable with the two words:
creative scepticism.
Creative scepticism embodies nescience; it is prone to fall prey to tl1e
very kind of dogmatizing which it condemns; it smacks of atheism, agnosti-
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cism, and Deism. In fact, it smacks of everything. What, then , i it? It is a
process. It is an open-ended approach to reality. It actively seeks truth. It is
a modus operandi, which, as soon as it discovers a truth , immediately questions
that truth to discover the greater truth beyond it. It ha no axe to grind. It
studies the chain of being link by link without a Faustian desire to know the
end. It ''hang loose."
It is the questioning of reality and the mode of qucstionin O' that raises
creative scepticism above mere philosophical scepticism which, as I understand it, is a kind of habitual doubting. The creative scepti c doubts for the
sake of faith. The creative sceptic digs out the grain of u·uth in ew'ry heresy,
the element of fortune in every misfortune. The creative sceptic follow a
via media in all things. H e abhors extr mes. H e is a tolerant man.
When I first began this study, it occurred to me that if a creative sceptic
is truly a creative sceptic, he will sooner or later que tion the process of
creative scepticism itself. Perhaps it is because he abhors extremes that he will
not go to this extreme. But that's not quite it. The more I read, I found tha t
each creative sceptic had his '11ang-up," his security, what the artrian
psychoanalyst would call his original choice, his cardinal hinge which allows
him to swing out into the rich and fruitful procc ·s of crea tive scepticism. It
became apparent to me that only a secure human being can rove; if he is
insecure he will wander aimlessly. "He who loses his life will ga in it." Lose
his life to something, anything: a commitment. I would go so far as to say that
I admire Sartrc, who, a · I interpret him, is s cure in his in ecurity. Hi hang-up
i s not having hang-ups. Existence precedes essence. You must search before
you can be a searcher. You must act before you can know action - or- "How
can we tell the danced from the dance?" How can you know the essence of
the dance before you have a dancer, dancing?
"In fact, Joseph Glanvill doubts whetl1er, in view of the apparently
ineradicable human tendency to prefidence, there can be any pure scepticism."
(SK-220) Prefidence, as I see it, is that phenomenon we all experience of
wanting to share, if not sell, om own enthusiastic affirmations - our hang-ups,
as it were. A human tendency, I think, far more incmable and genuine than
apathy, indifference, and sheer dubious scepticism.
Richard Baxter, in Reliquiae Baxterianae, treats prefid ence in his own
fine style when he writes:
... that nothing so much hindreth the Reception of the Truth,
as urging it on Men wiili too harsh Importunity, and falling too
heavily on ilieir Errors: For hereby you engage their Honour in
the business and they defend their errors as themselves, and stir
up all their Wit and ability to oppose you: In conu·oversies it is
fierce Opposition which is the Bellows to kindle a resisting
Zeal. (SK-162)
In "Treatise of Knowledge and Love Compared," Baxter writes:
The prefident, hasty judgers have so many bastards of tl1ei.r
own brains to maintain because they iliink it necessary to defend
all the opinions they have ever embraced. (SK-162)
-
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We are not lead directly into the center of the question: "If the creative
sceptic must always maintain a sense of 'equipoise', a sense of never having
arrived, why would he trouble to write his notions down?" Is this not like a
pacifist waging a war to end all wars? \Vhy would he not instead become a
hewer of wood or a digger of crabgrass or a puller of grass? It seems that the
situabon forces the creative sceptic into action.
Margaret Wiley, in Th e Subtle Knot , Creative Sce]Jticism in the Seventeenth Century England, (the major source for this paper), elaborates, in
talking of Richard Baxter.
Perhaps the farth es t reacrung and th e leas t predictable result of
England's attempt to enforce religious conformity was that the
more active spirits among th e dispossessed clergy were forced
th ereby to give reasons for the faith within th em .... For had
he not been, along with other non-conformi sts, the victim of a
kind of Protestant Inquisition, deprived of his living and
hounded from place to place, he undoubtedly would have
continued to minister quietly and unobtrusively to his own
congregation, and, content to practice his faith instead of
accounting for it, would have left no written testimonials of
its riches . . .. We have th e basis for an insight into the nonconformist mind at tl1e poin t at which it had stripped away all
th e sp iritual luxuries of peace and was seeking to propagate only
what was the ess ntial to th e continu ance of its faith. (SK-178)
I feel that iliis point, i. e., that ilie context in which the creative sceptH;s
wrote was not peaceful, is an important point to bear in mind in reading them.
In fact, I would side wiili Rene Girard, ilie existentialist literary critic, (in
"Existentialism and Criticism," in Sm·tre, A Collection of Critical Essaus, Edith
Kern , eel. See also, "Sainte-Beauve on His Own Method ," in Crit-icism: the
Major T exts, Walter Jackson Bate, eel. ) in askin g that qu es tion of every work
of art. Why was it produced, in what context, out of what necessity? And even
this action is consonant witl1 ilie creative sceptic's attempt to find the element
of fortun e in every unfortun ate situation. \ Ve must understand th e notions
before we can understand ilie actions. I might allude here to Coventry
Pahnore, who acted out his mystical beliefs by burning most of his mystical
poetry and we are ilie losers for it. Or are we? W e do not have tl1e poetry but
we have th e act of his burning it. Just as we have Gaugin's burning of the
frescoed hut. Perhaps iliis is why avowed pacifists disturb ilie peace.
o, the creative sceptic is not a drop-out from life. Though he will not
make a habit of proselytizing his way of life, he will enter ilie foray when
freedom is threatened. H e will act as mediator in quarrels. He is not a stoic.
Having discussed ilie general attitudes of the process of creative
scepticism and having hinted at ilie direction it has taken in contemporary
thou ght, I will now limit th e remainder of this paper to Margaret Wil ey's book,
The Subtle Knot. After a cmsory description of ilie history of scepticism, I
will concentrate, as does Miss Wiley, on five representatives of the approach
in seventeentl1-centmy England. Her chapter headings are:
John Donne and th e Poetry of Scepticism; Sir Thomas Browne
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and the Genesis of Paradox; Richard Baxter and the Problem of
Certainty; Jeremy Taylor, the Sceptic as Churchman; Joseph
Glanvill, Self-Conscious Sceptic.
And now, with typical feminine aplomb, having just promised to re trict
myself to The Subtle Knot, I will quote from ~largarct \\'ilcy's latest book,
Creative cept ics. Legitimately so, I think, because ~I iss Wiley began writing
The Subtle Knot in 1937 and published it in J952. She published Creative
Sceptics in 1966 in London. She is often more succinct in the latter book.
From Cmative Sceptics:
The Greek philosopher Pyrrho, who li eel in the fourth century
B.C., is the fa ther of crea tive scepticism ... In h i search for
truth, Pyrrho emphasized three key word : isosoth enia, e poche,
and ataraxia. By isosothenia he meant the neces ity of b alancing
every statement by its opposite if one is to approximate the
truth. Just as an isosceles triangle has two equal sides, so the
sh·ucture of h·uth mu t contain balanced opposites. One may,
for example, state that all Indians are essentially spiritualmind d , bu t it will be necessary at once to counter th is wi th the
statemen t tha t all Indians arc essentially mater ialistic and let
this apparent contrad iction work in one's mind un til through the
attempt to reconcile these opposi tes something close to the
whole truth emerges. Epoche, mea ning suspension of judgment.
There is little temptation to make snap judgments if one is
always self-reminded that there is prob ably an equal amount of
h·uth in the oppo ite of each statement he makes. Th e purpose
of practicing these two techniques of h·uth-seeking was to insure
ataraxia, that peace of mind which sceptics were seeking along
with Stoics and Epicureans although b y way of a d ifferent road.
Today the name 'ataraxics' has survived as the designation for a
series of h·anquillizing drugs . . . Pyrrho was seeking to
h·anquillize the minds of essentially dogmatic men through the
intellectual discipline of scepticism.
After Pyrrho, the movement had its up and clowns, and
the genuine Pyrrhonists sh·ugglecl continually to avoid dogmatism (for example, that of the academic Sceptics) as the rock on
which h·anquillity of mind could most easily be wrecked. As a
precaution, the Roman philosopher Sextus E mp iricus in the
second century A. D. aga in emphasized, in the true spirit of
Pyrrho, the function of antinomy and paradox as a means of
maintaining isosothenia and epoche. Dming the Middle Ages
this kind of scepticism, which we may call p ositive and creative
rather than negative and sterile (as i dogmatic disbelief), fo und
expression in thinkers like Iicholas of C usa and Abelard . . .
. . . The line runs from Montaigne and Pascal in France to
such seventeenth-century E ngli h sceptics as Donne, Browne,
Baxter, Taylor and Glanvill and thence to their Romantic
rediscovercrs, Blake and Coleridge in E ngland and the Transcendentalists in America. T oday, the heirs seem to b e the
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ex istentialists of France, G rmany, and America, whos thought
can be shown to share many areas with that of the Orient,
particularly with that of Indi a ...
It is of interest to note that in Creatice Sceptics \Vilcy treat the thought
of India, Edmund Spenser, Francis Bacon, Milton, Jonatl1an Edwards,
Coleridge, Emerson, ~vfelville in M oby Dick, Ilemy James, H enry Adams,
and of course, Sartrc, Jaspers, Ileidcgger, Kirkecraanl, Kafka, and throughout
boili books, Jesus.
The seventeenth century made strikin g use of the epoche, the suspension
of judgm ent aspect of creative scepticism, in the form of progressive revelation, which holds that all truth has not yet been delivered to man. (SK-34)
On scriptural interpretation, for example, they were asking how the animals
were d isseminated over tl1e face of th e earth after the Ark docked on Mt.
Arrarat. The Cambridge Platonists tended toward a rational theology (SK-92)
while at Oxford, a group of divines, th e L atitudinar ians, were active. The
men of latitude were open to a wide and roomy tolerance, holding that most
religious matters were non-essential and not wortl1 quibbling over.
Th is seems a natural point to inh·oduce the word lrenicism. I t is a
peaceful, conciliatory theology concerned with securing Christian unity. It
was an acti ve "ism" in the seventeenth cen tury in a slightly differen t way
from today's ecumenism. Christian sects were at each other's throats and
people were suffering terrible persecutions. But then, one is given to wonder
if today's ecumenism would have such force had it not been fo r six million
Jews who smoked up the skies of a Christian nation.
Pyrrhonism had encouraged not only a doubt of religious revelation, but
also a comparison of all religions. Scholasticism was rejected.
Basil Willey, in The Seventeenth Century Background, writes :
To Bacon the logic-spinning of the schoolmen was a kind of
forbidden knowledge; it was a presumptuous attempt to read
the secret purposes of God and to force his works into conformi ty with ilie laws of the human mind. This was for him the
real hubris, the metaphysical arrogance, which "disdains to
dwell upon particulars," and confidently explains all things by
syllogism. The true humility is the attribute of the Baconian
scientist, who is content to come forth into light of things, and
let nature be his teacher.
Thus, Irenicism, ilie rejection of scholasticism, ilie scientific method, the
comparison of all religions as encouraged by Pyrrhonism, leads us to this
quote from Willey:
From this (comparison of religions) came inevitably the
observation that all creeds have many points in common and,
in time, the attempt to rediscover and reconstmct the original
belief from which the separate religions were supposed to have
varied. And from this observation and this attempt I think it not
too much to say were derived in a straight line ilie lofty,
-
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detached sccptici m of
H erbert. ( K-49, 50)

~1ontaigne

and the deism of Lord

Douglas Bush reminds us in English Literature in the Earlier Seventeenth
Century, 1600-1660 that the "working philosophy inherited by seventeenth
century writer was Clu·istian humanism." H e reminds us, too, that of the
two large clements of that doctrine which we meet everywhere
in the seventeenth century, one is the concept of "right reason,"
the eternal and harmoniou law of God and nature written in
every human mind and heart; the other is that of the great
chain of being, the hierarchical order which descend from God
through angels and men to plants and stones, which at once
distinguishes and unites all levels of existence.
Hence, we can more easily see the development of creative scepticism in
terms of Deism and a natural religion.
Lord H erbert, Basil Willey reminds us in his book, "differs from such
men as Baxter, Cromwell or Jeremy Taylor mainly in that, not content with
reducing the creed to the minimum possible number of fundamentals, he
goes behind Christianity itself, and tries to formu late a belief which shall
command the universal assent of all men a men."
Margaret ·w iley would put more emphasis upon nescience, dualism, and
paradox, feeling that right reason and the chain of being had their full
flowering in the eighteenth century.
Dualisms in the seventeenth century were not only of the body-soul
dichotomy, but also the dualism of faith and reason, good and evil, mind and
matter, reason and fancy, and man and the world. The creative sceptic will
attempt to treat the various dualisms in equipoise. H e will be up against
the man-who-opts-for-faith-against-the-man-who-opts-for-reason and/or the
optimistic view of the goodness of man vs. the pessimistic view of the
depravity of man. The creative sceptic will deal with both in terms of
paradox. These dualisms through the equipoise of the sceptics will develop
into the vision of Romantic Irony. The vision of Romantic Irony, according
to my notes from th e 1 ortlu·op Frye Lectures at tl1e Case \Vestern Reserve
University in 1966, is "tl1e perception of the ambivalence of genius and demon,
the inseparable good and evil in man, and the ambivalence of b auty and
pain." In the Romantic Revolution, Frye said, civilization is no longer seen
from the persp ective of the human body, but as extensions of it. The
consciousness of man is emancipated and he revolts against time and space.
I see an attempt at resolving some of these dualisms, today, in terms of
Marshall MacLuhan (somewhat) and tl1e existentialist's concept of the lived
body. But suddenly we have the dualism of being and nothingness and I and
thou; and good and evil still exist in tl1e most blatant forms despite the fact
that we don't know what to call them.
Margaret Wiley says it far more sensitively:
All of these pronouncements concerning body and soul
lose none of their relevance if it is "discovered" by psychologists
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or philosophers that, in fact, no such dichotomy exist in the
human being. For such dualisms arc not so much descriptive as
symbolic; and no matter how their definition changes from one
generation to another, there has never thus far been eradicated
from human experience the sense that man i bifurcated and
torn and that in spite of this he must d speratcly strive toward
wholeness. If ever man becomes conditioned, over a period of
several generations, to thinking of his life in wholly other terms,
then it will he time to revise our conclusions concern ing
dualism. (SK-83)
And it is the existence of dualism in reality that creates the title, The
Subtle Kn ot. 1l is taken from Donne's poem "The Ecstacy":
As our blood labours to beget
spirits, as like souls as it can,
because such fingers need to knit
that subtile knot, which makes us man: . .
"The subtile knot which makes us men," says Miss ·wiley,
represents not only an intellectual awareness of the fundamental
dualism of body and spirit but a more than intellectual perception of the fact that the human entity, which is the prototype of
all truth, is not simple and direct but complex and oblique.
H ence, simple truths about body or spirit cannot give the sense
of the knotted whole, for th e knot is something other than the
two strands which compose it. The sceptic finds himseii
continually puzzled and humbled and perennially pulled back
into the orbit of truth by th e recognition of this fact. H ence the
paradoxes by which he tries to keep himself and the world from
forgetting it. (SK-61, 62)
Bearing in mind all that we have said about duausm and paradox and
creative scepticism, it is easier to understand Glanvill's belief in witches in
light of the following statement by Douglas Bush : " .. . one could hardly
accept God and His angels without accepting Satan and his."
*
I. JOH

*

*

DON E A TD THE POETRY OF SCEPTICISM (1573-1631)

Donne, who died in 1631, is the first figw-e to be considered and he will
exhibit the confusion of the early part of the century.
Although diverse elements had contributed to the intellectual
unsettling which was to give the period its distinctive character,
the Copernican revolution has long stood as a convenient
symbol and focus of this dilemma. As a result of scientific
exp erimentation and eli covery, faith and knowledge, passion
and reason struggled for supremacy, and there no longer existed,
either in the scientific world or in the soul of man, an infallible
authority which should silence all controversy. The Renaissance
man, once the first fin e enthusiasm for the new learning had
subsided, discovered that the very axis of his universe had
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slipped, and his minor uncertainties were overlaid by the doubt
that there was any sme foundation for human know] dge,
whether in science or in the more immediate and pressing areas
of ethics and religion. ( K-121)
In Donne we have the reactions of a poet to this situation. Because of
his position in the century, he embraces creative scepticism to help him deal
with h is doubts and his nescience wh ile the world of values wa collapsing
around him. Unlike the later sceptic , Donne wa not relaxed in his approach.
H e had very little of the Py:rrhonic atara:ria in him. He is more the man
troubled by doubting questions than by creative question . In one of his
sermons, he sa id, " ' ... in a b·oubled misery ~I en arc always mor religious
than in a secure peace'." (SK-126) Even in his love poems, with their quick
slides into di ·illusionment and quasi-cynicism, the echo of "sour grapes"
almost overpowers the song of creative sceptici m.
II. SIR T HOMAS BROW TE A D T H E GE TESIS OF PARADOX
(1605-1682)
Browne lived and died in the cen tury. I fi nd Browne, the J onvich
physician, the mo ·t delightful figure of the five. He is a joyous man who is
deeply reverent of the truth; he is original and creative in the sense that
anything and everything is worth investigation. Early in this pap r, when I
spoke of the cardinal hinge which permits a man to swing out into creative
questioning, I thought mostly of Browne. I think he was ab le to be so calm
an d free in his q ues tioning because he felt absolu tely certain that one day
God would give him all the answers. His questions were always framed in
the eternal perspective.
Margaret Wiley says, in discussing Brovroe, that:
Just because the fin al outcome, truth, is the responsibility not of
man but of God, there is possib le a certain human p oise and
grace which could be achieved on no other basis. Once Browne
has revealed this underpinning of his thought, h e overcomes the
temptation to linger among the ultimates and concerns himself
rather with the practical problem of thinking. (SK-142)
Brown e was, happily, somewhat intellectually bi-lingual. H e said:
I have . . . one common and a uthentic p hilosophy I learned
in the schools, whereby I discomse and satisfy the reason of
other men; another more reserved, and drawn from exp erience,
whereby I content my own. (SK-143)
To which Margaret ' iViley responds:
The seventeenth cen tmy, if it knew the sources of a deeper
despair than th e Romantics, was also capable of relaxing the
intellectual effort to know, withou t throwing reason to the
winds. This ability is a close corollary of Browne's confidence in
the revelation of "the last D ay." (SK-143)
How, you may ask, if he is so blissfully bi-lingual, do we know both his
tongues? It's the old story of the pirated manuscript. Browne's Religio Medici
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circulated privately among his friends for seven years, and was published in
a pirated edition in J 642. H e could only make a gallant effort to educate the
reader and at the s:une tim e preserve his own intellectual integrity.
The description Miss Wiley offers of the Religio M edici reminds me of
some of th e journal writings of Gabri el Marcel in that
... it is not a book in whi ch the author interrupts his process
of truth-finding to present certain definite conclusions which he
will defend against all comers. The process will continue while
Thomas Browne has breath, and each "maturer discernment"
will cancel a certain portion of what he had thought was
truth. (SK-145)
Our text compares him to MelviJle. It is more than a qu estion of style.
The two sing in the same key. Both stand for a ranging conviction without
dogmatism. It is perhaps noteworthy that Melville quotes Browne in the
chapter en titled "Extracts" in Moby-Dick. In fact Melville possessed, in his
own library, Browne's Vulgar Errors and the Religio M edici, along with
Montaigne's essays and Burton's Anatomy of M elancholy.
otice the similarities to Melville's style. This is Browne:
The life therefore, and spirit of all om actions is th e resurrection,
and a stable apprehension that om ashes shall enjoy the fruit of
our pious endeavours: witl1out tl1is, all religion is a fallacy, and
those impi ties of Lucian, E uripides, and Julian, are no
blasphemies, but subtle verities, and Atheists have been the
only philosophers. (SK-149)
Miss Wiley agrees tl1at Browne is a natmal believer because he
really knew that the intellect is not tl1e only road to truth, and
... by virtue of that instin ct managed to unify his world. Men
who were content with tl1e intellect alone landed in untenable
half-truths and despair, but Browne's essential wholeness made
him shy of backing reason agains t faiili or faitl1 against reason.
What may have looked to ilie world like inconsistency or even
ilie balancing of dualisms was really ilie flowering of a "natural"
belief, a conscientious maintenance of ilie "subtle knot." (SK-159)
III. RICHAH.D BAXTER A TD THE PROBLEM OF CEHTAINTY
(1615-1691)
A pastor first and a writer afterward, Baxter was mainly concerned with
the essential and cailiolic core of Christianity which could serve as the sme
ground of unity. (SK-161)
Baxter, ilien, is an Irenecist. I have quoted him earlier in treating
prefidence. Baxter falls into Wiley's group of sceptics largely because he was
a man of controv rsy. The tin1es forced him to write. If not so great a sceptic,
he was a questioner by temperament and by his opposition to the times.
He was a man secure in God and possessed of great piety and devotion.
In fact, he appears in Anne Freemantle's aniliology of Protestant Mystics.
"Nothing," says Baxter, "is so certainly known as God and yet notlllng so
imperfectly." (SK-167)
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In another work, he writ s, "There is a great dcnl of difference between
searching as a learner, and disputing as a caviller, or boldly determining as a
competent judge." (SK-169).
Thus, we have sketched Baxter as an Irenecist, as a pilgrim-mystic, and
a pastor. H e was a defender of atheists and infidels and an implacable foe
of Rome. But the thing that put him in this collection is, I think, this tatement by Miss Wiley:
Indeed, in these early days he saw no intellectual difficulties
whatsoever in Chri tianity. His blind faith was sufficient. But
once he entered the ministry and shouldered the re. ponsibility
for other men's faith, he began to question the truth of scripture
and the immortality of the soul. (SK-170)
He pre erved the subtle knot in terms of his own experience of the
duality of flesh and spirit within himself. He wrote many pamphlets to seek
out the reasonable truth in each position on the theory that every dogma
presents a partial insigh t into the truth. (SK-174)
IV. JEHEMEY TAYLOR, T HE SCEPTIC AS CHUH.CH ~l AN (1613-1667)
Taylor was a "Latitudinarian who maintained a relatively unh·oubled
theologica l position, found ed upon the minimum essen tials of faith and
a holy life. Perhaps it is becau e he has left no accoun t of how he won
his way through to uch a position that T aylor p roceeds along wh1t seems
relatively solid ground to his ultimate goal, the elaboration of a Christian
Irenic." (SK-179)
Taylor believes that God has left accessible to men whatever
truths they need to know for the conduct of their lives and that
those will become available if men will only proceed by cautious
ignorance. W hat he deplores is the insistence that one's own
opinions are really the axioms of religion and that whoever does
not conform to them is lost. (SK-183)
Taylor is classed as a creative sceptic by ~'liss W iley because of his
Irenicism, his wide toleration, his ability to make the most of men's intentions
when dealing with heretics and so remain charitable toward their achievements. He seems to be heavily weighted on the faith side of the reasonfaith dualism.
In this era of Post-Vatican II, there isn't anything startling about these
statements of and about Taylor. H owever, when I was in high school, a
statement like the ten-liner above would be cause for a high power discussion
series by the Sodality after which T aylor would be indicted on several coun ts
of heresy. F urthermore, there was an Index and we would have been able to
read T aylor only in abstracts and excerpts, preferably in a book with an
imprimatur. I do not bring this up to play the when-1-was-a-girl game, but
rather to give a thirteen-year guage to the imagination to gain a better proportion of Taylor's thought a dozen times thirteen years ago.
V. JOSEPH GLA TVILL, SELF-CONSCIOUS SCEPTI C (1636-1680)
A Latitudinarian divine, Joseph Glanvill reacted against the dominant
Aristotelianism almost as much as Puritan dogmatism.
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~ Ii ss "'ilcv remarks that "whereas Donne's treatment of nescience takes
the form of an. agonized cry, Glam·ill's has behind it the assurance of a man
who has come to terms with this nescience and has made creative use of it. "
(SK-J 99) He feels that "unless a man recognizes that his knowledge is never
coincident with that of God , he is in constant danger of succumbing to
dogmatism." (SK-200) Glanvill says, in a man·elous metaphor, that "dogmatism has a tendency to create agoraphobia of the spirit." (SK-:WO)

Glanvill is most quotable when he says "the unexam ined li fe is not worth
living." (SK-204) H e is also aware of the impossibility of changing totally our
cradl e notions of truth . (SK-20-1)
On his defense of witches, ~liss Wil ey writes :
His generation valian tly, if somewhat blindl y, insisted not
onl y upon the fundamental du alism of body and spirit but also
upon th e subsidiary ca tegories of good and bad spirit . It was at
this point th at it became necessary for th em to assert th e
ex istence of witches, for doubt cast upon the being of such evil
spirits mi ght undermind the whole system and leave men
nothing but th e bare reality of matter. Even though Glanvill's
defense of witches appears reasonable from this point of view,
nevertheless it in volved him in the kind of philosophical
difficulties whi ch usuall y sprin g from basing a whole system,
like an inverted p yramid, upon a single all-important tenet.
But for our purposes th e defence is significant beca use it shows
Glanvill maintaining dualism (in this case th e du alism of body
and spirit) at all costs and tl1us proving himself a thoroughgoing sceptic. (SK-206-07)
A member of the Royal Society, Glanvill held tl1at reason and faith were
at perfect unison: th e di sharmony was in fancy . (SK-210) Miss Wiley is most
acute in her perception when she says iliat
... this kind of union always breeds one more dualism . To
solve tl1e dualism of imagination and fancy set against religion
bolstered by reason, noiliing less ilian the Romantic Revolution
was to be required. (SK-211)
Wiley offers thumbnail do siers on th e five men covered above.
Taylor is distinguished by ilie comparative regularity and
conventionality of his religious position. Donne has travelled
from an inherited Catholici m to an uneasy Anglicanism;
Browne, a nominal Anglican, felt tl1e necessity of defending
himself, as a physician, against tl1e charge of ailieism; Baxter,
ilie Pmitan, waged a lifelong struggle to grasp and transmit tl1e
core of Christianity in spite of persecution for his nonconformity; and Gl anvill tried to reconcile his Anglicanism with
his deep scientific faith. (SK-179)
The whole study of creative scepticism is mighty relevant to our times.
I hope now iliat old copies of th e Index are being used to wrap up all that
spoiled fish , Catholic scholars might investigate the h·acts of the English
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writers of the seventeenth century who lived in a world of rapid change and
shaky dogma. But not me; I'm off to the Institute of Art where I can learn
to make Catholic Art Calendars portraying the wife of Jesus, provided that
creative sceptici m will have considered such a thing within the realm of
reverent possibility and not blasph mous jocosity.
-MARY ANN MAGNER

•

Summer Aftermath

A syncopated stillness
brushed between the fire escapes
and squeezed inside the cracks
of the worn-out night.
Th en rancid fire flushed throughout
in one brilliant snarl raping the beloved city ...
of Peace.
-PATRICIA MASKOW
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Ageing
Today winter surprised us,
the tree turned to skeletons
while the sun melted
into a tiny phantom u;afer
swept by the October wind.
A summer-flung kite
hangs forgotten
on rigid branches.
and green lizards no longer stretch
in golden air,
or toads grumble at the sticky sun,
or frogs chorus lullabies to the moon.
Over green bright fields
where children climbed
in wild laughter,
white, blue skies
fade
into brown pallor
of falling nightshades
upon your face.

-GIACOMO STRIULI
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Goethe: The Modern Practice

To me there is no past or future in art. If a work of art
cannot live in the present it must not be considered at all.
The art of the Greeks, of the Egyptians, of the great
painters who lived in other times, is not an art of the past;
perhaps it is more alive today than it ever was.
-Pablo Picasso

I.

T)ICASSO has a greater faith in
the durability of art than I. For
him it is always independent of the
times, is always the singular event
and b·anscendent. I feel none of his
smugness.

r

All of the past thought on Art is
becoming irrelevant, because man as
we know him will be changed, will
no longer be a creature of uncertainty.
There has always been a conflict
bet'vveen technology and Art. They
have fought each other because
science has the capacity to change
man materially, and in a gross way,
while Art can only appeal to the
mind, to the aesthetics of a reader or
listener, and act to persuade. But
now science can be Art, with all of
its manifold implications and with
consequences that Goethe never
dreamed of. Art is one way that man
has used to bind himself up with
ature, because man in his upward
climb divorced himself, became the
product of the rules he discovered in
ature, to the point where he now
bends and twists them and sits fairly
close to the top of it in clinical
scrutiny.

The historical antecedents of technological art are present today. Our
popular songs reveal this reliance on
technology. Their effect could not be
produced without it. With developments in technology outsb·ipping
humanistic thought, and in a real
way, negating it, then to speak of a
traditional, even a revolutionary art,
is absurd. The artist and the scientist
will be merged into one, a the
producer and the recording star and
the composer are merged into one
artist, each being responsible for only
one part of the finished, sparking,
electronic whole. It is Marinetti's
world we will live in, and all of the
past will be as incomprehensible as
the stone faces on Easter Island.
The artist first wanted to reproduce
Nature. Then he wanted to make it
better, by personalizing it, by ordering it. And soon we will have a
synthetic minor to hold up to ourselves. Man can never be happy in
this world, unless he is made to be
happy. But the mistaking of art for
elecb·onic sensata, an art that affects
the participant in a real way, is a
possibility, and one that should not
be laughed off, because this is but
one aspect of the technological revo-
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lution th at will change man dramatically, and make h im evolve into his
l11 ird stage - th at is, the loss of his
h uma ni ty.

as li vely imagin ation presented
th em, and I h ad, as a poet,
noth ing more to do than artistically round off and elabora te
such views and impressions, and
by mean s of lively representation
so to brin g th em forward th at
oth ers might receive th e sa me
impress ion in hea rin g or reading
my representati on of th em.

Those of us li ving today, not our
cloth es, not ou r automobiles, but our
bod ies, our minds, when exa mined in
th e future, will resem bl e th e orig inal
Ford.

II.
artists are, to some ex t nt,
A LLphilosoph
ers, and it is this
un ion of art and ph ilosophy, one that
d iffers with th e "ordinary" arti t in
that it is a concrete union ra ther th an
an implied one, th at typifi es the work
of Goeth e. This union is especiall y
evid ent in T he Sorrows of Young
W erther, where Goethe presents his
probl ems with in the framework of a
pas toral ta lc of love.
\\' hen Goethe asks in \Vert her,
"C an we never take p leasure in
nature withou t havi ng reco m sc to
ar t," he is asking the qncs tion whi ch
was answered, ulti ma tely, in the
th 011ght of th e ~vl o d crn s , in th e literature of our own day, and which
answer forms th e foca l point of our
criticism.
To d ifferenti ate between th e roles
Goethe p layed, to separate him and
stud y him according to hi s work as
scientist, philosopher, and poet, is
impossible. Bu t it is as an a rtist th at
Goeth e will be treated , with all of
th e many implica tions, and all of the
stumblin g bl ocks.
W hen speakin g ·with J. P . Eckerman n on the artistic p urpose of Faust,
Goeth e states emphatically that,
It was, in short, not in my line,
as a poet, to stri ve to embody
anythi ng abstract. I received in
my min d impress ions, and those
of a sensual, animated, charming,
va ried, hundredfold kind, just

Th e concept of Art that Goeth e
speak of here is notably sign ificant,
beca use it is a statement of the prei\ lodern phi losophy of Ar t. The
"lively imag ination" of Goethe is
something ex trinsic to th e artist, while
the im ag in ation of th e Modern is the
author's mind, his own pecu liar vi ew
coupled w ith th e crea tive func tion.
ature for th e ~!Jod ern is bu t the raw
material of rt. For Goethe, and the
Homantics, 1ature is th e airn of Art.
Goeth e feels loss by his inab ility to
grasp Na ture and th e "ultim ate phenomena" of ature tha t cann ot be
grasped. He sa ys in VI erther:
A dim vas tness is spread before
om souls; th e p erceptions of our
mind are as obscure as those of
our vision; and we earn es tly
strive to surrender up our whole
bein g that it may be fill ed with
th e comp lete and perfect bliss of
one glorious emotion. But alas!
wh en we h ave a ttained our
object, wh en th e distant there
becomes the present here, all is
changed : we are as p oor and as
circu mscribed as ver, and our
sou ls still lang1 1ish for un a tta in able happin ess.
Th re cannot be, th en, in an artistic
work, an impli ci t understanding of
th e crea tion, either by th e a uthor, or
his a udience. The artist cannot ultim ately know th e subject of his Art.
Th is does not mea n that Goethe
would affirm , as Oscar Wild e will
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later that the artist should not want
to elevate ature, because Nature is
imperfect, and only Art can purify its
imperfections.
Goethe's artist presents the world
as he finds it, or theoretically does.
Experience gains a primary importance the Goethian "rounding off
:mel ~laboration," a secondary one.
If Art originates in the understanding,
then Goethe asserts that the artist is
a kind of spectator, observing forms
and identifying them. How different
Goethe's concept is can be seen in
Ernst Cassirer's statement of Modern
theory, that "forms cannot simply be
impressed on our minds; we mu l
produce them in order to feel their
beauty."
But in Goethe there are the seeds
of 1\loc.lern thought. When he speaks
of "The D emoniac," in '/'ruth and
Fiction Relating to M'J Life, he
speaks, unknowingly, of the Modern
artist. Cassirer tells us, "H e thought
he could detect in nature - both
animate and inanimate, with soul or
without soul - something which
manifests itself only in contradictions,
and which, therefore, could not be
comprehended under any one idea."
The dang r in expanding this
thought, and Goethe's realization that
only "unattainable happiness" can b e
arrived at through a study of Nature,
is the danger of making a case for
the modernity of Goethe's artistic
theories. But in world literature,
Goethe was the contemporary of
Shellev and Keats, Wordsworth and
Coleridge. It was a time of experimentation, especially in the works of
the latter two, but the Modern tradition, the i\ Iodem theory, was present
only as something germinal in their
thought. Poetry was still struggling
against classical bounds, and it was
h ere that Coleridge and Wordsworth
-

performed their gre~test ervice,. that
is, in effecting the fmal break w1th a
restrictive cia sica! ·ystem. They w re
the revolntionaries, and were subject d to the hard hips of the r.evolutionary. Goethe was not a literary
maverick, hut yet, his thoughts on
poetry, on Art, were not the thought·
of his time. "I am rather of the
opinion, that the more incomme~su
rable, and the more incomprehen 1ble
to the understanding a poetic production is, so much the better it is."

It must be remembered that poetry,
at this time, was still "elegant language," and in its elaborate structure,
its complex and often pedantic class~
cal allusions, was, to use Auden s
phrase, the scholar's "game of knowledge.'' 1f a poem is in comprehensible,
within the hounds of an authentic
ambigttity or vagttcness, then it is the
mind which must make th e objects,
the symbols of the poem, co11 form to
itself. a tttre ancl the artist have gone
their separate ways, because in
Modern thought, this theory was
expanded to place in the attthor's
mind the responsibility for creating
impressions, for going one better than
ature, and th n rounding and
elaborating them into, if need be, a
ature b ecame
personal system.
secondary, a mere sponsor of the
arti t. Intelligibility, the problems of
intelligibility occurred, mainly, because the author was not dealing
within the bounds of a universal
(Natme), bttt within a particular (his
own mind). This reversal of primacy,
the interpolation of
Tature and
the artist, to the artist and ature,
gave to Modern litera tme its greatness, but to some extent a pernicious
weaknes ·, one which will be dealt
with later, and which bodes ill for
all of us.
The "geniu s" that Goethe spoke of,
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artistic talent, was not something
which could be learned, either by a
study of the classical rules of
Aristotle's Poetics, or by modelling
classical works, or accepted successes.
The artist succeeded by adhering to
his own individual aesthetic.
The very fact that we speak of a
talent, of a literary criticism, denotes
something distinctly Modern.
o
Granville Hicks reviewed the Divine
Comedy. The Church may have
wished to "correct" a few passages,
and D ante's enemies may have
wished to physicall y obtain some
red ress, but they were, if not fri endly,
very much th e readin g public. The
adop tion of Dante's language for the
Italian vern acu lar revea led an enligh tened leadership, and an enlightened populace; for all Italians, north
and so uth , apprecia te th e beauty of
th e Tuscan tongu e. Bul this judgment
was not based on any predetermined
rules, and is akin to Goethe's sta tement: "If you read a book, and let
it work upon you, and yield yourself
up entirely to its influ ence, th en, and
onl y then, will you arrive a t a correct
j11dgment of it." If th e Germans accepted H egel "lock, stock, and
barrel," it was because he appealed
to th ose characterist ics already latent
in th eir personality, traits which
mad e th e "yielding up" mu ch more
eas il y accomplished. A grea t work is
a fo cal point in a peopl e's development, and H ege l's work gave voice
to the heretofore in expressibl e and
in;1rticulated desires of th e German
people.
Springarn notes that "again and
again th e bad taste of a large public,
whi ch devours the bad and th e good
with equal pleas ure, leads them (i. e.
th e Germ an writers) into doubt." Th e
puhlic, by th eir success ive j11dgments,
ca n determin e th e co urse of a na-

tiona!, or when referring to Goethe's
Germany, a regional literature. Thus,
the need for profe sional criticism
becomes apparent. An author must
not be tied to the whims of even th e
most enli ghtened public, because he
is always above them, and because
literature would become reduced,
figuratively, to a comi c book world
of Superman, Archie, an d the Justice
League. James Joyce was never a
favori te of the publi c, and probably
will never be a favorite of the public.
The critics made James Joyce. A
writer like William SaToyan will
never be taught, will not live long
in the coming cen turies, because for
the scholastic critics, for the university professors, he is nothing.

If th e artist is th e individual determiner of his work, th e qu estion must
be asked, What determines th e artist?
anr..l Where is modern literatme or
art going? This could seem to be a
hoJJow question, like asking Picasso
where is he going. Although the
answers cou ld he horrendously funny
if put to certain people, I will attempt
to answer th em here, within a fram ework whi ch Goethe has conveniently
suppli ed.
Goethe inquired into one aspect of
th e future of German literature when
he sa id, "What German author will
not recognize himself in this picture
. . . that he often sighed for an opportunity to subordinate the peculiarities
of his original genius to a general
national cu lture, which unfortunately
did not exist?" Goethe rightly saw the
relation between th e condition of men
and the artist. The unification of
Germ any concerns tl1em. In a way,
it determines th em. TI1ey presuppose
th at th eir subordination to a general
national culture would be beneficia l
for th eir art.
But Americans never thought this
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grea t sensitivity, there will be great
art. If Goeth e's authors want a German state, there will be a Bismarck,
and then a Wagner to celebrate it
for them.

way, and although there is such a
thing as a distinctly American writer,
they have, on the whole, stood apart
from the national phantasmagoria.
One can note, even in a careless
investigation, an alienation between
the American writer and the American na tion. American writers have
revolted, in a subtle way, from American society, and any serious reader
can see this. This is especially true
of our hventieth-century writers, and
from H emingway to Ferlinghetti,
most have spent years abroad and
have often compared various European life styles as superior to our own.

Literature and philosophy reveal
the concerns of men. This, ultimately,
is what determines Art, for there is
no theory, only a general practice
which is formed into a theory by the
students of literature. Very few artists
are excited by theory. General practice determined Goethe's work, as
general practice will determine our
future art, and make all talk of theory
meaningless.

TI1e artist does not need just freedom. If a nation is endowed with

-MICHAEL A. PELLEGRINI

•

Lament of the Bewitched
My beloved is the greatest of magicians.
One look from the tantalizing eyes charms my heart
so that it scarcely beats.
A touch of the hand binds me
with a spell of desire.
Who can deliver me from this enchantment?
My beloved is the greatest of magicians.
- MARLE E BURTO

-
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Ode to Eve

My greatest joy in life was just to watch
I-I er, working in the midst of all her books;

And, gazing lovingly, to have to catch
My breath, which faltered, taken with her looks.
She sat upon her stool like Eve within
I-Ier garden Paradise. And all around
I-I er w ere her books, the only creat ures in
Her modem Eden. All was silence-bound.
'Till I, like Lucifer, w ent up and said
To her, in most seductive tones, "Hello."
She jumpecU and pointed to the sign that 1·ead
"No talking in the library." And so:
Whisp'rin a softly that I begged her pardon,
Left my Eve unscathed within her garden.

-WILLIAM SIMMER
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